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Documentaries offer rich insight into our society and culture, connect us to some of our proudest and most shameful moments in American history ... word
“Black” in western culture.
Ten "Must Watch" Black History Documentaries
If Lind’s account of globe-spanning political trends rests on an idiosyncratic reading of history ... from above” — one that reorganized Western societies
around “their material interests ...
The Delusions of the Radical Centrist
One marine told us that a military history training session was replaced ... which claims--and this is a quote--white people raised in Western society are
conditioned into a white supremacist ...
Sen. Cotton Asks SecDef Lloyd Austin If Military Is Fundamentally Racist: "I Won't Give You A Yes or No Answer"
Amid the pandemic and deteriorating ties with Western countries ... churn out television series and documentaries depicting the CCP’s contributions to
society. The centennial is a sensitive ...
China marks century of Communist Party with pageantry, propaganda and an iron grip
‘The Cinema of Me’ is something of a deceptive title for a collection of essays about first person documentary films ... and reflects the notion of the self
that prevails in Western societies in the ...
The Cinema of Me: The Self and Subjectivity in First Person Documentary
1-18) Sixty-three years of film history have passed ... the era of gay liberation, documentary film has been a primary means by which lesbians and gay men
have carried out their liberation struggle.
The Right to Play Oneself: Looking Back on Documentary Film
How the classics have been used to justify centuries of Western bigotry. Get the New Statesman's Morning ... especially for those who love classics. Perhaps,
the documentary suggests, we might want to ...
The sale of the UK’s largest chip plant to China shows how Brexit has left Britain exposed
A riveting and harrowing history of the Einsatzgruppen is presented by a 2009 four-part documentary series hosted ... so that our society in the present day
and into our collective future can ...
The Einsatzgruppen Were Militarized Police
The initiative celebrates established and emerging voices, contemporary films and classics, and documentaries. The series builds on Asia Society’s long
and rich history of film programming ... In Ning ...
Asia Society at the Movies
The process of filming—that direct relation to people through daily talks and interviews—really helped me understand this social dimension, especially
concerning societies in the ... the role of media ...
“What is Our Duty Today as Viewers?”: Abdallah Al-Khatib on Cannes (ACID program)-Selected Documentary Little Palestine (Diary of a Siege)
Scholars have long recognised the value of combining different methods and sources, beyond documentary and oral traditions, to study pre-colonial African
history ... on the western side of ...
A long view sheds fresh light on the history of the Yoruba people in West Africa
Montopolis performs this Saturday along with Sherburn's Rocket Cinema, an outdoor movie screening service, for a comedic retelling of the 1916 silent
Western drama The Return of Draw Egan during ...
Montopolis Makes Movie Scores and Soundtracks the Stars of Its Screenings
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Even as he attempts to reinvent the documentary genre through innovative ... the camera and challenge the underpinnings of those Western myths that
shaped his education and continue to define ...
The Past Has a Future
American Cancer Society Relay for Life ... The Casper Mountain Ski History (CMSH) project is very pleased to announce that the CMSH book and
documentary DVD is scheduled to be published by the ...
Town Crier: Fundraisers
(AMC+) “The Mysterious Benedict Society: Season 1 ... in the superb but short-lived TV Western created by Sam Peckinpah. Natural-history
documentary meets “America’s Funniest Home ...
Now streaming: ‘Physical,’ final season of ‘Bosch,’ ‘Mary J. Blige’s My Life’ and more
Flynn scored first in the Junior Individual Documentary category ... The National History Day contest, first held in 1974, was created by Case Western
Reserve University professor of history ...
Students from New Haven, Westport, West Hartford, celebrated for success at National History Day competition
The 26-year-old from Japan is pitching and hitting for the Angels. Is it possible to properly appreciate something we've never seen before?
Shohei Ohtani is ‘in his own world’ … which appears to be somewhere beyond baseball’s outer limits
The Yoruba are among the most storied groups in Africa. Their ancestral homeland cuts across present-day southwest Nigeria, Benin Republic and Togo in
West Africa. They number between 35 and 40 ...
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